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Abstract 

Five-axis machining has been developed 
with development of five-axis machines with 
modern control units. Programming of five-axis 
machines is complex, and manual programming 
almost has no sense. Thus, today programmers for 
this kind of job uses very often CAD-CAM systems. 
Last link for good functioning between CAD-CAM 
system and machine is postprocessor. In this work 
is shown development and testing of two 
postprocessors for five-axis machines. One 
postprocessor is for machine with 3 simultaneous 
axis, and positioning in fourth and fifth axis. 
Another one is developed for simultaneous work in 
all five axis. Testing has been done on exact 
examples from practice. Because of extra 
possibilities on control units, postprocessors are 
need to be updated to new versions. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In Croatia in last years industry has started to 
implement new five-axis machines. Five-axis 
technology is relative new for Croatian market. 
Also, development of this technology is pushing 
industry to use more complex programming 
technique. Five-axis programming is state of the art 
in programming of CNC machines. 

In five-axis programming use of CAD-CAM 
system becomes mandatory. Especially in 
simultaneous five-axis machining, without CAD-
CAM system, programmers are not able to make 
programs. Complex tool paths are so complex that 
manual input of coordinates has no sense. 

If want to be competitive, in next period Croatian 
industry must invest more in five-axis technology. 
Products are more and more complicated, and 
sometimes impossible to machine with three-axis. 
An example is shown on figure 1. To survive on 
global market, now is last chance to stay in touch 
with five-axis machining technology, state of the art 
in machining technology. 

To be able to program five-axis machine, 
programmer needs good postprocessor to convert 
program from CAD-CAM system to a program 
suitable for CNC controller of a machine. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Complex part for five-axis machining 
 

Creating a postprocessor is a difficulty task. 
Knowledge of programming in some programming 
language is required. Also, knowledge of 
programming a CNC machine is necessary to 
complete a task. Above all, knowledge of 
engineering mathematics, is basis to make 
accurate and effective postprocessor. 

In this work, development of two postprocessors 
is shown. Configuration of machines is totally 
different, but both are from same manufacturer. In 
essential controllers are the same, but program 
format is different. For both machines is used same 
CAD-CAM system. 

 
2. MACHINE CONFIGURATIONS 

In general machine configurations can be 
divided in three major configurations. Dividing is 
done in a way where rotational axes are mounted. 
Two possibilities exists. First, rotational axis on tool 
(head). Second, rotational axis on part (table). 

Configuration called head-head means that two 
rotational axes are mounted with tool. An example 
of machine is shown on figure 2. In that 
configuration rotational axes has limits in rotation. 
Thus, problem may occur in programming. So 
called reorienting in program is mandatory. 
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Figure 2. Machine configuration HEAD-HEAD [1] 
 

Configuration table-table has rotational axes on 
machine table, thus rotational axes are mounted to 
workpiece. For this type of machine is developed 
one postprocessor. Unfortunately this machine has 
no capability in transformation of coordinate 
system. Special approach is developed for this 
machine postprocessor. On figure 3 is shown 
machine configuration table-table. The fourth axis, 
C-axis is full rotational and reorienting is not 
necessary. Big advantage against configuration 
head-head. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Machine configuration TABLE-TABLE [1] 
 

Last configuration possible is head-table. One 
rotational axis is mounted to tool, other one to the 
workpiece. Fourth axis, full rotational is on the table 
of the machine. On figure 4 is shown configuration 
head-table. 

Postprocessor for configuration head-table is 
developed with capability of transforming 
coordinate system. Machine internally can do all 
necessary calculations for transformation, no 
macro needed. Also, this machine can work with 

two different formats in program, vector and angle 
input. 

 
 

Figure 4. Machine configuration HEAD-TABLE [1] 
 

In practice five-axis large machines are head-
head configuration. Workpieces for large machines 
has big volumes and masses. Dynamically, rotation 
of big masses has big impact  to the machine 
dynamics, so head-head configuration are most 
commonly used for machining of big parts. 
 
3. CAD-CAM SYSTEM 

CAD system used in this work is fully parametric 
system with capability to model solid parts, 
surfaces and hybrid models. It is a base for running 
a CAM system. So, CAD and CAM are fully 
integrated and associative. 

With five-axis postprocessor is necessary to 
have realistic machine simulation. CAD system is 
used for modeling a machine, to check collision 
between machine components, and between 
machine components, fixtures and stock. Also, 
motion limits can be checked. 

CAM system used for developing postprocessor 
has capability to work with five-axis simultaneous 
machines. Basis for CAM work is a CAD system, 
so picking geometry for a operation is done on 
native CAD model. Single window integration 
insures full associatively and compatibility between 
systems. In any time is possible to make construct 
geometry used only for CAM operation. 

 
4. MODELLING OF MACHINE AND MAC FILE 

Developing of postprocessor is done in several 
steps. Short diagram is shown on figure 5. 

Figure 5 shows that postprocessor can have 
more than one file. In general, postprocessor can 
have two files, MAC and GPP file. MAC file is 
machine definition, GPP file is translator of data 
from CAM system to file recognizable to a 
machine. Another files can consist STL files of 
machine components, and XML file describing 
machine components kinematic relationship. 
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First step is to model machine in CAD system. 
Modeling is performed not in detail, just important 
(moving) parts of machine are modeled in exact 
geometrical dimensions. Small parts are ignored 
(bolts, screws, nuts,...). Without small parts 
computer faster recalculates any necessary 
movement, so smoother simulation can be 
performed. Machines for which is developed 
postprocessors are from same manufacturer, but 
different configurations. First machine, with 
configuration table-table, and second machine with 
configuration head-table. 

After modeling is done, saving in STL format 
must be performed. Special care must be provided 
to origin. In machine simulation module, building of 
machine is done according to that origin. 

After saving an STL file, preparation of MAC file 
is performed. In that file is written machine 
kinematics, number of simultaneous axes, name of 
GPP file, etc. 

In basics MAC file is derived from existing ones. 
Few changes makes this file very easy to build. 
Also, with software exist so called Mac edit 
application, which is a program to build MAC file in 
interactive way. 

Authors in this work used text editor to build 
MAC file. It is easy to understand terms inside this 
file, so special programming skills are not 
necessary. 

Before preparing the GPP file it is necessary to 
build machine inside machine simulation module. 
Machine building is done directly from CAM 
system. After definition of CAM operations it is 
possible to enter machine simulation. For that 
purpose some standard GPP file is used for now. 
In machine simulation edit mode can be activated. 
In edit mode building of XML file starts. 
Components of machine is placed inside virtual 
space, with no possibility to move this components, 
thus saving of proper STL file is done from CAD 
system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Steps in developing of postprocessor 
 

In building of XML file a lot of attention must be 
provided to machine kinematics. In that moment we 
choose axis directions, motion limits and structure 
of machine. On figure 6 is shown first machine with 
table-table configuration. On figure 6 also can be 
seen axis positions and orientations. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Machine configuration table-table in 
machine simulation module 

 
In the same way it is builded second machine 

with configuration head-table. Machine is from 
same manufacturer. In basics control units are the 
same. Machine configurations make them different. 
On figure 7 is shown second machine. That 
machine has possibility to transform coordinate 
system. 

 

 
Figure 7. Machine configuration head-table builded 

in machine simulation module 
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Configurations of this two machines is stored in 
different directories. Inside directory exists STL 
files, XML file, and can be stored original parts and 
assemblies from CAD system. MAC and GPP files 
are stored in different directory. 

After finishing the preparation of machine 
simulation and MAC file, ''tuning'' of GPP file can 
start. Of course in MAC file, it's done so called 
preprocessing of original CL file from CAM system. 

Checking of machine kinematics and axis 
orientation can be done directly inside machine 
simulation. Inside simulator exists manual mode. 
User can move axis manually and check 
orientation of each axis. At that point in any time 
user can enter edit mode and do changes. 

Important differences exist in MAC file of this 
two machines. Different machine kinematics, in 
output file, gives different format for five axis part of 
the program. Rotation axes in table-table 
configuration must be designated as ''A'' and ''B''. In 
head-table configuration rotation axes are 
designated as ''B'' and ''C''. In MAC file is written 
that machine table-table does not have coordinate 
system transformation. In CAM system for that 
machine special procedure must be performed to 
do right orientation of the workpiece. For head-
table machine coordinate transformation can be 
done. Also, head-table machine can work 
simultaneously in all five axis. Procedure for five-
axis simultaneous work must exists inside GPP file. 

Table-table machine must have special 
procedure for five-axis positioning. Configuration of 
this machine demands special procedure. Thus, in 
CAM programming it is mandatory to use same 
origin, just orientation of coordinate system must 
be in right direction. On figure 8 is shown 
workpiece to machine, and coordinate systems for 
orientation. It can be seen that all coordinate 
systems have same origin. 

 

 
 
Figure 8. Workpiece to be machined on table-table 

machine with coordinate systems 

Origin for machining the workpiece on table-
table machine is determined where A and B axis 
has intersection on machine. Intersection is found 
by measuring the centerlines of the machine when 
machine is installed. Position of the origin in CAM 
system can be determined by measuring distance 
from known point on the part to the centerline 
directly on machine. Thus, first measuring on the 
machine must be performed, then programming on 
the CAM system can start. Disadvantage of this 
procedure is that at certain point to many 
coordinate systems can exist at same point. 

Head-table machine can do coordinate system 
transformation. Transformations are shown on 
figure 9. In CAM system determining of a new 
coordinate system is few mouse click. 
Simultaneous five-axis machining can be done with 
basic coordinate system. All necessary calculations 
,regarding transformations, control unit of the 
machine can perform, so macro writing is avoided. 

Big advantage of head-table machine over 
table-table machine is that all programming and 
preparation can be done in advance. Prior 
measuring on the machine is not necessary. 
Transformations of coordinate systems is more 
clear than in table-table machine. Origins can be 
moved inside machine workspace. Head-table 
machine can use two different types of input for 
five-axis datablocks. Angle input on rotational axes, 
or vector input which is independent on machine 
kinematics. Vector input is lot easy to program in a 
GPP file, but is harder to read on control unit of the 
machine. Operators must be high skilled to read 
that type of program. Angle input are easier to 
understand because direct link to machine 
kinematics. 

Postprocessor developed for head-table 
machine has both options. It can be programmed 
by angle or vector input. Programmer can choose 
what kind of input is desired. 

CAM system has very good CL data output, so 
some extra recalculations are not necessary in 
most cases. 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Workpiece to be machined on head-table 

machine with transformed coordinate systems 
 

Coordinate systems at same 
origin but different orientation 
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Preparing of GPP file is in basics just 
programming a translator to output correct format 
strings to known language of machine. Both 
machines works with standard ISO-G code 
programming. Standard functions are used, also 
some special functions can be used. Thus, 
postprocessor can be upgraded in future. 

 
5. PREPARING OF THE GPP FILES 

Both postprocessors are developed from 
standard three-axis postprocessor. GPP files are 
structured in such way that they have inside so 
called procedures. In any time is possible to list out 
all variables which CAM system can output. GPP 
file reads CL data file and process them procedure 
by procedure. Example for tool change procedure 
is shown on figure 10. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Sample of the procedure inside GPP file 
 

In GPP file user can open their own procedures 
and call them in any time. If special functions are 
needed, they can also be defined as global or local 
variables. In general inside GPP file user can work 
with global and local variables, which can be 
numerical, logical or string. 

Head-table machine, for example, has 
possibility to work with angle or vector input. One 
special setting has been placed inside GPP file that 
user can choose what kind of output he wants. 
Figure 11 shows this special setting and figure 12 
use of this setting in 5X move. Ordinary ''if'' loop is 
used for this special setting [3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11. Special setting inside GPP file 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12. Use of special setting inside 5X move 
 

All other procedures are similar and easy to 
program. Five-axis positioning is most complicated 
procedure to solve in GPP file. On figure 13 is 
shown procedure ''@tmatrix'' which includes 
parameters of rotation and translation matrix [2], for 
table-table machine. Only orientation is used for 
this machine, there is no options for transformation 
of coordinate system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13. Procedure ‘’@tmatrix’’ for table-table 
machine 

 
Figure 14 shows ''@tmatrix'' for head-table 

machine with option to transform coordinate 
system. It uses special function G68.2 for shifting 
and rotating the coordinate system. Shifting and 
rotating is active until command G69. 

Output for both machines are the same from 
CAM system for ''@tmatrix'', only shifting in table-
table machine is always ''0''. 

 

@change_tool 
 
    tool_message = upper(tool_message) 
    {nb, '(', 'T'tool_number, ' 'tool_message,')'} 
    {nb,'T'tool_number, ' M06'} 
     
    if G28_G91_retreat eq 0 
       {nb,'G53 Z0'} 
    endif 
     
    zpos = ztool 
    change(xpos) = false 
    change(ypos) = false 
    change(zpos) = false 
    save_zpos = zpos 
    {nb} 
    call @start_tool 
endp

;   special settings 
    vector_output = 0 ; 0 = X Y Z C B  
   ; 1 = X Y Z I J K 
   ; 2 = X Y Z I J K U V W 
         
   
    G28_G91_retreat = 0 ; 0 = G53 Z0, G53 X0 Y0
            ; 1 = G28 G91 X0 Y0, G90 

@move_5x 
    new_job_type = '5x' 
    cpos = apos    
    call @udr_cpos_calculation 
    if next_command ne '@end_proc' then 
       gcode = 0 
       if change(gcode) then 
        {nb, 'G'gcode} 
       else 
          {nb, '  '} 
       endif 
       {[' X'xpos], [' Y'ypos], [' Z'zpos]} 
       if vector_output eq 0 
          if change(apos) or change(bpos) 
             {' C',cpos:xpos_f} 
             {' B',bpos:xpos_f} 
          endif 
       else 
          if vector_output eq 1 
             {' I'xpos_normal, ' J'ypos_normal, ' K'zpos_normal} 
          else ; vector_output eq 2 
             {' I'xpos_normal, ' J'ypos_normal, ' K'zpos_normal } 
             {' U'x_surface_normal, ' V'y_surface_normal} 
             { ' W'z_surface_normal} 
          endif 
      endif

@tmatrix 
         
if tmatrix_inside_job ne 0 then 
  opposite_rotate_angle_y = -(opposite_rotate_angle_y) 
 
if flag_4X eq true 
  opposite_rotate_angle_x = opposite_rotate_angle_x + akut 
  flag_4X = false 
endif 
 {nb, 'M25' } 
 {nb, 'M33' } 
 {nb, 'M35' } 

{nb, 'G0', ' A' opposite_rotate_angle_x} 
{ ' B' opposite_rotate_angle_y } 

 {nb, 'M32' } 
 {nb, 'M34' } 
endif
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For testing of GPP output, code is loaded to 
machine and graphically tested. Both machines 
had new opengl graphics, so visual inspection can 
be very effective. Some testing are performed by 
starting machine and cut the workpiece. Many 
options on control units with this versions of 
postprocessors are not used. Thus, additional 
''tuning'' must be performed. Everything depends 
from customer needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14. Procedure ‘’@tmatrix’’ for head-table 
machine 

 
6. POSTPROCESSORS TESTING 

Testing of the postprocessors is performed at 
customers site on their workpieces. Workpiece for 
the table-table machine is shown on figure 8. 
Figure 9 shows workpiece for head-table machine. 
Figure 15 and 16 shows finished parts. 

 

 
Figure 15. Finished part on head-table machine 

 
Several iterations are made for both machines 

until satisfied results. After checking graphical 
simulation, direct running of the program is 
performed. Developing of postprocessor is finished 
in the moment when correct part is machined. 
Thus, generated program from CAM system must 
be correct. No additional editing on the machine is 
not required. Both parts cannot be programmed 
manually in five-axis machine due to their 
complexity. 

 

 
 
Figure 16. Finished part on table-table machine in 

process of testing 
 
7. CONCLUSION 

In this work is presented development of two 
five-axis postprocessors. Special procedures are 
implemented inside postprocessors to get special 
features of the machines. 

Table-table machine postprocessor is working in 
special way. All coordinate systems shares same 
origin, only orientation is different. Special care 
must be provided to measuring known point on the 
part from intersection of centerlines on the 
machine. Intersection point is then sketched inside 
CAD-CAM system to get origin. 

Head-table machine works as most other 
standard machines. Coordinate system translation 
and rotation is allowed. All internal calculations are 
performed by machine controller. 

Developing of five-axis postprocessors are near 
future for Croatian industry. Every day new five-
axis machines are introduced to the industry. For 
this new machines, possibility to develop and 
implement CAD-CAM system, with correct 
postprocessors, will push users to higher level of 
the technology. 
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@tmatrix 
   if tmatrix_inside_job eq 1   
      flag_5x = true 
            {nb,'G53 Z0'} 
            {nb,'G53 X0 Y0'} 
   endif 
    
         {nb,'B'(y_angle_const_x*1)' C'(z_angle_const_x*-1)} 
         {nb,'G68.2 X'shift_x' Y'shift_y' Z'shift_z } 
         {' A'(rotate_angle_x*-1)' B'(rotate_angle_y*1)'} 
         {' C'((rotate_angle_z*-1)+angle)} 
       
         if left(job_type,2) eq '5x' 
            {nb,'M13 M35' } 
            {nb,'M128'} 
            {nb,'M126'} 
            if vector_output eq 1 or vector_output eq 2 
               {nb,'G43.4 Q0 (Workpiece linear interpolation on)'} 
            endif 
         endif 


